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Abstract. A method is presented for processing pictorial query speci-

cations that consist of a query image and a similarity level that must
hold between the query image and database images. The similarity level
speci es the contextual similarity (how well does the content of one image match that of another) as well as the spatial similarity (the relative
locations of the matching symbols in the two images). This method allows more than one instance of each object in the database image (while
still requiring only one instance of each object in the query image). The
algorithm tries to satisfy the contextual similarity rst and then tries to
satisfy the spatial constraints using an auxiliary graph data structure.
The running time of this method is exponential in the number of objects
in the query image.

1 Introduction
A basic requirement of an image database is the ability to query the database pictorially. The most common method of doing this is querying via an example image. The
problem with this method is that in an image database we are usually not looking for
an exact match. Instead, the goal is to nd images that are similar to a given query
image. The main issue is how to determine if two images are similar and whether the
similarity criteria that are used by the database system match the user's notion of
similarity. There are a few commercial systems that support retrieval of images by
pictorial speci cation [5, 11]. Numerous prototype research IDMS's deal with storage
and retrieval of images [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10].
In [9] we introduced a method for specifying queries to an image database pictorially
that enables the user to indicate the level of required similarity between the query image
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and the database images. This method of query speci cation and the corresponding
query processing techniques are applicable to images where the set of objects that
may appear in them is known a priori, and where these objects are represented by
graphical symbols. For example, in the map domain, graphical symbols are used to
indicate the location of various sites such as hospitals, post oces, recreation areas,
scenic areas etc. We call this class of images symbolic images. The query image is
constructed by positioning objects so that the desired spatial constraints hold. Two
image similarity factors are considered: (1) contextual similarity: how well does the
content of one image match that of another. For example, should the database image
contain all of the objects in the query image or may it just contain some of these
objects. (2) spatial similarity: the relative locations of the matching symbols in the
two images. By specifying the desired contextual and spatial similarity levels along
with the query image, users can specify the extent of the required similarity. We have
used this method as a user interface for a map image database system that we have
developed [8] named MARCO (denoting MAp Retrieval by COntent).
The query processing algorithms in [9] assume only one instance of each symbol
in the query image as well as in the database images. In this paper we present a
method that allows the occurrence of more than one instance of each symbol in the
database image (while still requiring only one instance of each symbol in the query
image). This method tries to satisfy the contextual similarity rst and then tries to
satisfy the spatial constraints using an auxiliary graph data structure. The running
time of this algorithm is exponential in the number of objects in the query image. All
of the examples in this paper are from the map domain. However, images from many
other interesting applications fall into the category of symbolic images. These include
CAD/CAM, engineering drawings, oor plans, and more. Hence, the methods that we
describe here are applicable to them as well.

2 Pictorial Query Speci cation
To specify queries pictorially, the user creates an image containing the required symbols
positioned so that the desired spatial constraints hold. The user must also specify
the image similarity level required to satisfy the contextual and spatial constraints.
Throughout this paper we use the following de nitions and notation. A symbol is a
group of connected pixels that together have some common semantic meaning. A class
is a group of symbols that all have the same semantic meaning. cl(s) denotes the class
of symbol s. We say that symbol s1 matches symbol s2 if cl(s1) = cl(s2).
We de ne the following four levels of contextual similarity between a query image
QI and a database image DI :
1. Every symbol in QI has a distinct matching symbol in DI , and every symbol in
DI has a matching symbol in QI .
2. Every symbol in QI has a distinct matching symbol in DI (DI may contain additional symbols from any class).
3. Every symbol in DI has a matching symbol in QI .
4. At least one symbol in QI has a matching symbol in DI (DI may contain additional
symbols from any class).
In addition, we de ne the following ve levels of spatial similarity:
1. The matching symbols of QI and DI are in the exact same locations in both
images.
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2. The relative position of the matching symbols of QI and DI is the same, and the
distance between them is bounded from below by some given value L and bounded
from above by the distance between the symbols in QI . By default L = 0. If L = 0,
then 0  dist(s ; s )  dist(s ; s ) (i.e., it is a range search). If L = dist(s ; s ),
then dist (s ; s ) = dist(s ; s ) (i.e., it is an exact distance search).
3. The relative position of the matching symbols of QI and DI is the same, but the
distance between them may vary.
4. The relative position of the matching symbols of QI and DI may vary, but the
distance between them is bounded from below by some given value L and bounded
from above by the distance between the symbols in QI . By default L = 0.
5. The location of the matching symbols, the distance between them, and the relative
position of these symbols may vary (i.e., no spatial constraints).
The total similarity between QI and DI is de ned by combining the two similarity
factors. For example, DI 2 3 QI denotes that the contextual similarity and the spatial
similarity of the two images is at levels 2 and 3, respectively. That is, for each symbol in
QI there is a matching symbol from the same class in DI , the location of the symbols
and the distance between them may vary, but the inter-symbol spatial relationship
between them is the same. In general, if DI 
QI and if S is the set of all the
symbols of DI that match some symbol in QI , then the set of classes of the symbols
of S is a subset of the set of classes of the symbols of QI . Furthermore, for every pair
of symbols s1 and s2 2 S the spatial constraints dictated by ssl and the positions of
the matching symbols in QI hold.
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Fig.2. A pictorial query to \ nd all images with a camping site within 5 miles of a
shing site OR with a hotel within 10 miles of a shing site AND with an air eld
northeast of and within 7 miles of the shing site"
More complex queries may be speci ed by combining query images with \AND"
and \OR" operators. For example, to specify a query with spatial constraints between
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some symbols, but with no spatial constraints between other symbols, two separate
query images with di erent values of ssl can be combined via the AND operator. For
example, consider the query in Figure 1 which requests \all images with a hotel within
6 miles of a beach and with a cafe or a restaurant". No spatial constraints are speci ed
for the restaurant and cafe symbols; however, the hotel must be within 6 miles of a
beach. This method of splitting a query into several components can also be used to
specify more than one acceptable spatial constraint. For example, Figure 2 requests \all
images with a camping site within 5 miles of a shing site OR with a hotel within 10
miles of a shing site AND with an air eld northeast of and within 7 miles of the shing
site". Note that the dotted lines with the distance that appear in the query images in
Figures 1 and 2 are only used to denote the distance between symbols in the gure;
they are not actually part of the query image. The query image only contains symbols.
The distance (and relative directions) between the symbols is speci ed implicitly in the
query image QI by the actual distance (and relative direction) between the symbols in
QI .

3 Pictorial Query Processing
checkSsl(logical image

_j j

DI , QI ,

similarity level

ssl )

ssl = 5
DI = 1 then /* no need to check anything */
return TRUE
/* compute distances and relative location between QI symbols*/
foreach qel1 QI
foreach qel2 QI
qel1
if (ssl = 2) (ssl = 4) then

if

2

if

2

_

,f

g

[ ( ) ( )] getDist(loc(qel1 ); loc(qel2 ))
(ssl = 2) _ (ssl = 3) then
relDirs[cl (qel1 ); cl (qel2 )]
getReldir (loc(qel1 ); loc(qel2 ))
dists cl qel1 ; cl qel2

/* now check that these hold in the input image */
foreach del1
DI
foreach del2 DI
del1
if (ssl = 2) (ssl = 4) then
if getDists(loc(del1 ); loc(del2 )) > dists[cl (del1 ); cl (del2 )] then
return FALSE
if (ssl = 2) (ssl = 3) then
if getReldirs(loc(del1 ); loc(del2 )) = relDirs[cl (del1 ); cl (del2 )] then
return FALSE
return TRUE /* everything is OK */
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Fig.3. Algorithm checkSsl to determine whether the spatial constraints dictated by a
query image QI and spatial similarity level ssl hold in a logical image DI .

Pictorial queries are processed by a function called GetSimilarImages that takes as
input the query image (QI ), the contextual similarity level (csl), and the spatial similarity level (ssl). It returns the set of databases images B so that each image DI of B
satis es the pictorial query (i.e., DI 
QI for all DI 2 B ). GetSimilarImages constructs a set of candidate images from the database in which the contextual constraints
csl;ssl
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hold and then invokes function checkSsl for each candidate image to determine if the
spatial constraints dictated by ssl hold in it. An image in which the spatial constraints
do not hold is removed from the candidate-image set. Pictorial queries involving more
than one query component are executed by performing a separate pictorial query for
each component and then computing the intersection of the results for components
joined by an AND operator, and the union of the results for those joined by an OR
operator.
Algorithm checkSsl determines whether the spatial constraints dictated by a query
image QI and spatial similarity level ssl hold in an image DI . Figure 3 summarizes
this algorithm. The input to checkSsl is QI and DI which are sub-images of the
original QI and DI that contain only those symbols that were matched to each other
by GetSimilarImages when checking the contextual constraints. Thus, the set of classes
of the symbols of DI and QI is identical although jDI j may be larger than jQI j
since DI and hence DI may have multiple instances of the same class. The algorithm
rst computes the distance and/or the relative directions between the symbols of QI .
It then computes them for DI and checks whether the required spatial constraints
between each symbol pair in DI hold. See Figure 4 for example sub-images QI and
DI .
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4 Multiple Symbol Instances in Database Images
Figure 5 illustrates the complexity that arises from allowing multiple instances of the
same symbol in database images. Although there is one pair of symbols in DI that
satis es the spatial constraints for each query-image pair (denoted by solid lines in the
part of the gure corresponding to DI ), there is no triplet of symbols that does this.
In other words, checkSsl cannot verify a triplet of conditions but it can catch the three
pairs. Therefore, a pair-wise algorithm such as checkSsl cannot work here. Instead, a
new and more complex version of checkSsl would be needed that checks every possible
triplet combination. In general, for a query with jQI j symbols, we need to check for
the occurrence of every possible
of checkSsl
,
combination of them. This new version
would thus take O(jQI j2 +
) time, which is exponential (jQI j2 to compute the
,

distance between every pair of symbols in QI , and
to check if these distances
hold for any combination of size jQI j in DI ).
One solution for this problem is based on the following de nition and theorem.
Note that the discussion here assumes that ssl = 4, i.e. the spatial constraints are only
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based on distance, however the results hold for cases involving relative directions as
well.
De nition. A clique in an undirected graph G = (V; E ) is a subset V  V of vertices,
each pair of which is connected by an edge of E . In other words, a clique is a complete
subset of G. A clique of size k is a complete subgraph of G where jV j = k.
Theorem 1. Let G(DI ) = (V; E ), where V = all symbols s in DI . Let (v ; v ) 2 E
if dist(v ; v ) in DI is less than or equal to dist(cl(v ); cl(v )) in QI . DI satis es
the spatial constraints speci ed by QI if and only if graph G(DI ) has a clique of size
jQI j.
We rst observe the use of this theorem by means of an example and then present
a proof of it. Figure 5b shows graph G(DI ) that corresponds to the query QI 1 in
Figure 5a. There is no clique of size jQI 1 j = 3 in G(DI ), and thus DI does not satisfy
QI 1 . However, for query sub-image QI 2 , as seen in Figure 6, G(DI ) (in Figure 6b)
has two cliques of size 3, and therefore DI does satisfy QI 2 . Recall that we are still
assuming that there is only one instance of each symbol in the query image.
Proof. We rst prove the \if" part (i.e., if G(DI ) has a clique of size jQI j, then
DI satis es the spatial constraints speci ed by QI ). If G(DI ) = (V; E ) has a clique
whose elements are V  V and if jV j = jQI j then by de nition of a clique each pair
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of elements of V are connected by an edge of E . We denote this complete subgraph
by G (DI ). Each one of the vertices v 2 V corresponds to exactly one of the symbols
in QI . The reason for this is that since we assume that QI (and thus QI ) has only
one instance of each symbol, and since the edges in G(DI ) correspond to constraints
between symbols in QI , there are no edges in G(DI ) between multiple instances
of the same symbol. Therefore, V consists of jQI j unique symbols and there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of G (DI ) and the symbols of QI .
Furthermore, since G (DI ) is a complete graph, all of the constraints dictated by QI
hold. Otherwise, the corresponding edge would not have been inserted into G(DI ).
Thus, if G(DI ) has a clique of size jQI j, then DI satis es the spatial constraints
speci ed by QI . We now prove the \only if" part (i.e., if DI satis es the spatial
constraints speci ed by QI , then G(DI ) has a clique of size jQI j). If DI satis es the
spatial constraints speci ed by QI then by the de nition of DI 
QI in Section 2
and by the de nition of DI and QI in Section 3 there exists a set of symbols S 2 DI
where jS j = jQI j in which for every pair of symbols s1 and s2 2 S the spatial
constraints dictated by ssl for the matching symbols in QI hold. According to the
rule for constructing G(DI ), its set of vertices V contains one vertex for each symbol
in DI . In particular, it contains the set of vertices corresponding to the symbols in
S  V . Furthermore, an edge will be inserted between every two vertices corresponding
to symbols in S . Thus the subgraph of G(DI ) consisting of the vertices corresponding
to the symbols of S will be complete, and since jS j = jQI j, it is a clique of G(DI )
of size jQI j.
Corollary 2. DI 
QI if and only if DI satis es QI in terms of csl and DI
satis es QI in terms of ssl.
Proof. Immediate from the de nitions of , DI , and QI and from Theorem1.
The clique problem is known to be NP-Complete [2], and thus we cannot expect to
check for the spatial constraints using this method in polynomial time. However, the
number of instances of query-image symbols in a database image is most likely not
very large and is not a function of the size of the database. Instead, it is a function of
the average number of symbols in an image which is a constant. Therefore, checking
the spatial constraints by searching for cliques of size QI is quite reasonable. The
total cost of the modi ed version of checkSsl (called McheckSsl ) that builds the graph
and looks for cliques is O(jDI j2 + 2 ) where jDI j is the number of symbols in the
database image that have matching symbols in the query image (jDI j2 for building
graph G(DI ), and 2
for searching for cliques of size jQI j in G(DI )). Note that
this solution still assumes only one instance of each class in the query image.
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5 Concluding Remarks
The method presented in this paper still assumes only one instance of each symbol in the
query image. Handling multiple instances of symbols in query images is more complex
since in this case each symbol in the database image may potentially be matched to
more than one symbol in the query image. While one particular choice of matching
may not yield a hit for the query, another choice may result in a positive result for
the query. In addition, once a particular matching is chosen we must keep track of this
binding in order to ensure that the other conditions hold with this particular binding.
We are currently working on a solution for this problem.
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Using our query speci cation method, the same query may be formulated in more
than one way (by using di erent combinations of csl and AND/OR operators). One
formulation may be more ecient to process than others. Furthermore, some combinations of AND and csl values may be impossible to satisfy in that the same image
cannot satisfy both clauses of the AND. Therefore, query optimization methods for
processing pictorial queries are required. This is a subject for future research.
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